Description of parts

How to Use

- Before using the headset for the first time, you must pair it with a Bluetooth-enabled handset.
- To pair your headset with an additional handset, the headset must be placed in pairing mode.
- There are 2 Pairing Mode Methods with the HBS-730.

Specification

Paaring

1. Move the power switch to the "ON" side to turn on the HBS-730. When the headset enters Pairing Mode, the LED indicator will show a solid blue light.
2. Using your headset's Bluetooth menu and search for or "add" new devices.
3. If asked for the Passcode, please enter "0000" for A2DP. "No" if your headset supports Secure Simple Pairing (SSP). You will not need to enter a Pass/ PIN code.

- Once pairing has completed successfully, you will hear "Your headset paired!"
- Name handsets might ask for permission to access the phone's contacts list. If you receive a message from your handset, please select "OK" or "Allow access".

Easy Pairing (First Time Pairing)

1. Move the power switch to the "ON" side to turn on the HBS-730. When the headset enters Pairing Mode, the LED indicator will show a solid blue light.
2. Using your headset's Bluetooth menu and search for or "add" new devices.

- Select "LG HBS-730" from the list of devices and pair it with your handset.
3. If asked for the Passcode, please enter "0000" for A2DP. "No" if your headset supports Secure Simple Pairing (SSP). You will not need to enter a Pass/ PIN code.

- Once pairing has completed successfully, you will hear "Your headset paired!"
- Name the headset and pair it with your other Bluetooth-enabled handsets.

4. Some hands-free/phones may require a code. If you receive a message from your headset, please select "OK" or "Allow access".

Advanced Multipoint

The HBS-730 is capable of having two devices connected to the headset at the same time. This will allow you to call the second device while on a call with the first device.

Connection: Pair the headset with one of your Bluetooth-enabled handsets, and click the instructions on page 2.

- Turn the headset off.
- With the Power off, press the CALL button and move the power switch to "ON" side at the same time for 1 second to enter Manual Pairing mode.

- Once pairing is completed successfully, you will hear "Your headset paired!"
- You can now access the headset's menu and make calls to the second device.

- The HBS-730 will automatically turn off if not paired within 3 minutes.
- Manual Pairing (Pairing with another phone or re-pairing)

- With the Power off, press the CALL button and move the power switch to the "ON" side at the same time for 1 second.

- When the headset enters Pairing Mode, the LED indicator will show a solid blue light. After the procedure repeat Easy Pairing steps 2 through 4.

- The HBS-730 will automatically turn off if not paired within 3 minutes.
- Manual Pairing (Pairing with another phone or re-pairing)
Once this handset is paired and connected, go back and connect the originally paired hand set to the headset, this will now be your secondary handset.

Out of range:
- If the HBS-730 is turned off (either accidentally or intentionally) while connected to a handset, the headset and handset will disconnect. The headset and handset will automatically reconnect when the HBS-730 is turned back on while in range.

- If the paired devices are separated by a range of 10 meters (33 feet) or more, the headset and handset will disconnect and HBS-730 will vibrate to alert.

- If the headset and handset do not automatically reconnect when they are back within the required range, briefly press the CALL button on the HBS-730 to reconnect manually.
- It is possible to use these functions only when your handset supports them. For further information about using these features, please consult your handset’s user manual.

- While in multi-connection and streaming, non-streaming paired device which is out of range will be disconnected and HBS-730 will alert once and not try to reconnect.

- While on a call on your handset, press and hold VOLUME UP button for 3 seconds to transfer the audio either from headset to handset or from handset to headset.

- Answering a second call without hanging up the first call by pressing the CALL button for 1 second (you will hear a beep). Press the Call button for 1 second to turn to the original call.

- Briefly press the CALL button to terminate the active call or both calls at once.

- PLAY: Briefly press the PLAY/PAUSE button.

- PREVIOUS SONG: Briefly press the REW button.